Rivera Cuale, Unit 103 – 2 BR / 2 Bath for sale
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The expansive master suite impresses with its french doors entryway, spacious

walk-in closet, terrace access, en-suite bathroom with double vanity. The unit also
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features a large open kitchen and living room which both also open onto the
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terrace, and a second bedroom adjacent to the guest bathroom, as well a laundry

Unit type: 1 level unit

room.

Title: Available
Pool: Common heated pool

At your condo, you will enjoy the cooling breezes from the river at your doorstep.
All finishes are top quality, from marble floors and granite counters to solid tropical

Parking: Yes
Elevator: Yes

hardwood cabinetry and doors, and faux wood PVC windows and sliders.

Pet friendly: Yes
Rivera Cuale is centrally located in the heart of downtown Vallarta, just steps from
the city’s most popular restaurants, galleries, markets, and beaches.

Furnished: Yes
Appliances: Yes

See more at:

Security: 24/7 security

https://talbotpuertovallarta.com/property/condominium-rivera-cuale-unit-103-2-br-2

Monthly maintenance fees (pesos):

-bath-for-sale/

$5,906.00
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